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CADINI, A TIMELESS ELEGANCE
Impeccable tailored collections.
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Cadini collection is the synthesis of the true Made in Italy,
where precious raw materials and traditional tailoring

give life to impeccable garments.

Behind CADINI there is a story of passion, 
craftsmanship, talent and professionalism, which 
represents the true essence of “Made in Italy” 
creations. The choice of raw materials and precious 
fabrics, combined with the skilful tailoring, give a 
distinctive trait to all the products in the CADINI 
collection. 

The love for the land where CADINI was born 
and the strong attachment to the values of the 
authentic Italian manufacturing, are the essence 
of CADINI contemporary garments, which enhance 
elegant and refined creativity.  CADINI collections 
dress gentlemen around the world, establishing 
a constant success that has lasted for over forty 
years. 

CADINI, ITALIAN FROM
HEAD TO TOE
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Cadini suits and jackets are a form of art expressed
by our master tailors who strive for excellence

For two generations, the brand has 
produced men’s garments in small 
artisanal workshops located in Tuscany.

Through expert hands, CADINI has 
combined innovation and craftsmanship, 
ancient skills and modern creativity. The 
sense of tradition and the strong Italian 
identity, that characterizes the brand 
since its birth, permeates through every 
item of the collection. 

The accuracy in the selection of the 
materials and the attention to the 
manifacturing process are inscribed in 
the tradition of the brand. These are the 
values that allow to create high quality 
products, symbols of a timeless elegance, 
and to transmit the great passion for the 
Italian tailoring tradition.

CADINI collection includes exquisitely 
tailored suits, jackets and trousers made 
in the best Italian fabrics, classic shirts 
in pure cotton, linen and silk, enriched 
by detailed workmanship and developed 
in various styles. A range of well studied 
fits for various body shapes, provides 
an adequate response to the demands of 
international markets.  

The Spring Summer and Autumn Winter 
collections are always well balanced in 
the stylistic choice of the fabrics , to offer 
a wide choice of colors and fabric weights 
to satisfy gentlemen from all latitudes of 
the earth. 

THE TAILORING
EXPERIENCE

CADINI, THE ART
OF ITALIAN TAILORING

The Italian tailoring tradition is devoted to excellence, originating
from passion and  attention to detail. These are also the essential values

on which CADINI has built its foundations.
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The stylish and
sophisticated collections,

perfect for every occasion,
are the quintessence of quality, 

craftsmanship and technical
know-how of our artisans.  

PURE
ELEGANCE

AND
STYLE
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An accurate selection of hand-dyed 
leathers, precious materials, and 

manufacturing expertise are
the key elements of Cadini’s

high quality products.

LUXURY
LEATHER SHOES

AND ACCESSORIES

A collection of garments and accessories
completely made in Italy, designed with a perfect

balance between hues, tints and shades

Refined accessories, such as ties, scarves 
and handkerchieves in precious printed 
or Jacquard Italian silk and special items 
such as watches and cufflinks, complete 
the range of products in the sartorial 
collection. Shiny metals and decorative 
stones are perfect choices to highlight 
cufflinks and bracelets, while classic 
and elegant styles combine with the best 
materials in Cadini’s collection of watches.

Following the Florentine tradition, Cadini 
sartorial collection also includes leather 
creations from the skilled hands of Tuscan 
artisans, such as bags, belts and shoes in 
hand-dyed leather. The shoe collection 
has a wide choice of options from classic 
shapes in the formal part of the collection, 
to new-updated styles in the contemporary 
line.

Comfort, style and durability are the main 
features of cadini footwear; versatile and 
colourful trainers, sprorty suede lace-ups, 
classic elegant loafers are some of the 
items included in the collection.

The selection of accessories enriches 
the Cadini tailoring tradition and is the 
perfect way to customize the collection. 
Every season is a new discovery of colours, 
tones and styles. The matching of different 
patterns and textures elegantly complete 
Cadini’s total look, enhancing the Made in 
Italy style.

THE TOTAL LOOK
COLLECTION
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Each and every piece of the collection is perfect
for the busy and active modern man who demands

a comfortable, refined look.

CADINI also offers a leisure collection with very 
light de-constructed jackets, sport trousers, sport 
shirts in precious and light fibers, sweaters with 
a contemporary look, along with comfortable and 
durable shoes. 

In the Leisure collection, Cadini re-interprets 
menswear offering more freedom of movement, 
without neglecting style. The collection includes 
garments developed in selection of fabrics with 
technical features to increase durability, easy care 
-with machine washable and wrinkle free fabrics- 
and extra comfort -with an entire line of  natural 
stretch Italian fabrics. 

THE LEISURE
COLLECTION
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Quality, style and creativity,
the perfect combination

in a men’s suit.

CADINI
COLLECTIONS, 

ITALY AT ITS BEST
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Italian fashion has distant roots,
owing its primacy to the excellence of local craftsmen

who are appreciated all over the world. 

At the dawn of the 70s, fashion was an expanding 
phenomenon. in  Florence : many fashion shows 
were held  at Palazzo Pitti, and the city saw the rise 
of many workshops of  skillful  artisans  CADINI 
brand was born breathing  this heritage and know-
how. 

Initially, the garments, created and produced by the 
Florentine fashion house, were limited only to suits 
and jackets with a sartorial flavor which gradually 
were appreciated and exported in many countries. 
Over the years, the CADINI product range has  
expanded to become one of the most complete and 
appreciated brands of menswear for  international 
clientele. 

The CADINI collection is currently present in the 
most prestigious multi-brand boutiques in over 40 
countries. In the last twenty years, the company 
has also designed an ambitious commercial 
strategy aimed to develop over time a network of 
mono-brand boutiques with  partners throughout 
the world, further strengthening the identity and 
international presence of the brand. 

CADINI
AN ITALIAN HISTORY
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CADINI, A TIMELESS ELEGANCE
Impeccable tailored collections.
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SHOWROOM
Corso Matteotti 1 A, Milano 

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Cadini srl

Via di Compiobbi 2H - 50012 Bagno a Ripoli, Firenze Italia
Phone: (+39) 055 0944846 

email: info@cadini.com 
www.cadini.com


